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Abstract
The main aim of this paper is to show how important are seasonal adjustment and 

smoothing the data from business tendency surveys in analyses and short-term 
forecasting of economic activity (a quantitative index).
Using data for Poland (the business tendency surveys in manufacturing conducted by 
RIED, WSE), the authors try to show that the course of transition of the economy 
from centrally-planned regime to market one is characterised by changes of a seasonal 
pattem of industrial activity. This makes any conclusions drawn from an analysis of 
raw BTS indicators be possibly misleading and calls for application of seasonal 
adjustment methods which are able to model variable seasonality.
In order to conduct this research the authors decompose time series of qualitative 
indicators into seasonal and irregular factors and a trend+cycle component, using the 
TRAMO-SEATS procedurę. Next the authors study pattems of seasonal factors and its 
changes throughout the transition process and, finally, consistency and correlation of a 
quantitative manufacturing index with qualitative indicators resulting from the 
business tendency surveys, seasonally adjusted and smoothed. Using this data somc 
short-term forecasts are madę.

Keywords: business tendency surveys, seasonal adjustment, seasonality, short-term 
foecasting, economic transformation

1. Introduction and the aim of the analysis
The Research Institute of Economic Development, Warsaw, has run business 

tendency surveys (BTS) in manufacturing sector of the Polish economy sińce 1986. 
The survey is taken monthly; the data gathered so far comprise 188 observations. Until 
recently results of the survey were presented as raw times series. Any analyses and 
forecasts madę on the basis of these results also used raw data. As the time series are
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long enough it is high time they should have been seasonally adjusted and smoothed. 
This also gives an opportunity to test how decomposing the time series influence their 
forecasting properties.

An analysis of usefulness of BTS data is very important as one can observe 
growing interests in results of these surveys in Poland and increasing demand for 
forecasts based on these results. The problem of incomplete information is widely 
known in economic research. The abundance of real economic phenomena always 
precedes possibilities of their desrciption with the use of imperfect but steady 
improved research tcchniąues. Data collected in business surveys is an additional 
source of information for all economic agents. Amongst the most important features of 
this data are:
• speed of its receipt; BTS data gives their description at the time economic 

processes take place;
• duality of description of economic performance. Variables evaluated in BTS 

provide us with information both on the presence and about business expectations, 
giving a picture of current economic changes and an opinion of the nearest futurę;

• microeconomic foundations of data obtained. Opinions gathered are madę by 
economic agents, ie firms and households. Using the information to describe 
macroeconomic phenomena provides the analysis with solid microeconomic basis;

• observations of variables of different characteristics that respond variously at every 
stage of the trend cycle: coincidently, with some lags or leads. This lets us describe 
economic fluctuations with morę accuracy and forecast potential changes faster;

• observations of events that appear on both sides of the market, ie demand and 
supply ones. This enables to make use of BTS results by representatives of various 
economic schools irrespective of their scientific orientation;

• possibility of intemational comparisons. BTS are run on a harmonized basis, 
facilitating intemational comparative analyses.
The above mentioned properties of BTS data make it a valuable supplement to 

quantitative data and be useful for all economic actors, including politicians 
responsible for macroeconomic policy.

The aim of the research
In order to study the usefulness of BTS data in macroeconomic policy the authors 

tried to verify conclusions madę earlier upon the raw time series, using seasonally 
adjusted and smoothed data. Particularly, we aimed to answer the following ąuestions:



• does BTS data collected by the Institute properly reflect the dynamics of real 
economic performance in Poland?

• does eliminating seasonal and irregular fluctuations and outliers influence 
forecasting properties of the data?

• is it useful in formulating short-term forecasts of economic activity?
In 2002 the similar study was done with the use of raw data.1 In this paper we 

present results of the analysis madę using seasonally adjusted and smoothed data. The 
time span of the research covers years 1993-2003, comprising almost the whole period 
of transition of the Polish economy.

2. Data used and the method of the analysis
The year-over-year index of total sold production in manufacturing, publicised by 

the Central Statistical Office (CSO), is assumed to be an endogenous variable. The 
selection of this definition of index is based on our previous studies and other authors 
analyses of the usefulness of the RIED industrial survey for foresting (see: 
Adamowicz, Dudek and Walczyk (2004); Tomczyk (2001); Rocki, Tabeau (1995)). It 
should be stated that whenever these authors compare qualitative and quantitative 
variables the problem how to define the index of a quantitative variable is a crucial 
point. This problem was analysed by many researchers (see also: OECD (2003), pp. 
57-62; Bennett (1984)). In this paper we rely on our empirical analysis which showed 
that the year-over-year index can be treated as a reference variable for balances from 
the RIED industrial survey. Thus, the index is calculated assuming sold production be 
equal to 100 in corresponding period of a previous year (ipyoy).

Monthly business survey data (RIED data) of 1993-2003 is used as explanatory 
variables in the analysis. It comprises:
• sold production (ql),
• total orders (q2),
• export orders (q3),
• stocks (q4),
• prices (q5),
• employment (q6),
• financial standing (q7),

1 Results of this analysis were presented at the 26th CIRET Conference in Taipei (see: 
Adamowicz E., Dudek S, Walczyk K.: The use of business survey data in analyses and short- 
term forecasting. The case of Poland, Taipei 2002).
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• opinion about generał situation of the Polish economy (q8) and
• the RIED business indicator (gbi).

All variables (besides the RIED business indicator) are analysed in two formulas: 
as a change in relation to previous periods, called ‘state’ (s), and as an expected 
change in the next 3 or 4 months -  ‘expectations’ (p). Time series were adjusted of 
seasonal and irregular fluctuations, adapting TRAMO-SEATS procedurę. 
Conseąuently, all pairs of variables are expressed in forms of raw series, seasonally 
adjusted series and trend+cycle component. In total there are morę than 50 variables to 
analyse.

In the paper we analyse consistency and correlation of a quantitative manufacturing 
index with qualitative indicators from the business tendency surveys after seasonal 
adjustment and smoothing. In the analysis we apply two methods:

- cross-correlation analysis and
- regression analysis.

The purpose of the correlation analysis is to quantify consistency between 
qualitative and quantitative variables by the Pearson's coefficient of correlation. On 
the one hand we try to find such independent variables (RIED qualitative indicators) 
which are most correlated with the index of sold production (CSO manufacturing 
index), on the other hand we analyse a time profile of explanatory variables, ie 
whether they lead the tendency of manufacturing production indices or react with lags. 
When comparing a fit of quantitative variables with qualitative ones we took into 
account leads and lags from one to twelve months.

The aim of developing regression models is to predict sold production in 
manufacturing, taking advantage of publication outstrip as well as from predictive 
power of business trend surveys; in other words, we would like to test forecasting 
abilities of BTS data.

3. Patterns of seasonality in the transition period of Poland
There are two most popular methods of seasonal adjustment and smoothing used in 

time series analyses: ARIMA X-12 and TRAMO-SEATS. We applied both of them 
and obtained to some extent similar results. Taking into account the fact that TRAMO- 
SEATS is model-based and morę oriented on stochastic properties of time series we 
decided to use this method of decomposition of RIED data. We extracted seasonal 
factors for each of the analysed time series.
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Figurę 1. Finał seasonal component per month for qls.
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Amplitudes of seasonal fluctuations for each of the variables are different. Sold 
production (qls and qlp) and total orders (q2s and q2p) are characterised by high 
seasonality; the amplitudes amount to 38 and 26 points, respectively. Variability of 
production is thus demand-led and demand factors are clearly influenced by the 
weather cycle. Prices (q5s and q5p), opinion about generał economic situation - State 
(q8s), Financial standing -  State (q7s) and stocks State (q4s) are of medium seasonality 
(19, 19, 17 and 16 points, respectively). Seasonal fluctuations of all other indicators 
are Iow. Employment, State and expectations (q6s and q6p), shows very Iow 
seasonality (6 points). As time went by the amplitudę of seasonality was diminishing, 
for stocks State (q4s), prices -  State and expectations (q5s and q5p), or increasing, for 
sold production - expectations (qlp), export orders -  expectations (q3p). These 
changes are probably caused by improvement of firms' stock management or 
reduction of inflation pressure which madę easier price setting.

On the whole, seasonal fluctuations are regular. In case of some indicators a pattem 
of seasonality is very stable (total orders State, employment expectations, Financial 
standing -  State and expectations, opinion about generał economic situation -  State and 
expectations). Seasonality of other variables changed throughout the transition process 
and these changes comprised both amplitudes of fluctuations and displacement of their 
extrema between months. A pattem of seasonality was biased dramatically as far as
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sold production (qls and qlp) and demand indicators (q2p, q3s, q3p) are considered; 
the details of these changes are given below.

Figurę 2. Finał seasonal component per month for q2p.
finał Seasonal Faciors/Componcm Pa- Month tromQ2P - Model I (Tramo-Scats)

As for manufacturing production (qls) the beginnings of 1996 and 1998 clearly 
divide the analysed period into three subperiods (see Figurę 1).

Before 1996 the amplitudę of seasonal fluctuations of manufacturing production 
(qls) was not high, ranging from -12 to 13 points. Three peaks were sharp enough to 
be noted: the first and the second one came in March and June and they did not exceed 
5 points; the third one in October amounted to 13 points. The spring upswing appeared 
as the economy was recovering after relieved demand in the winter season. It was then 
followed by a moderate drop of labour productivity in May and a repulse in June 
which was due to slightly inereased purchases induced by preparations to summer 
holidays. Summer season was bringing about temperate decline of manufacturing 
production (up to 7 points), caused by lower labour productivity, and was then 
augmented in October, forestalling the before-Christmas sales. The following 
downfall in December was the strongest one and “ffeezing” the economy until the 
beginning of constructional season next calendar year.
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Figurę 3. Finał seasonal component per month for q3s.

The subperiod of 1996 and 1997 was transitory. The size of autumn/winter 
fluctuations was bigger, ranging from -16 to 18, and the late spring (May/June) 
business activity changes were overshadowed by the highest ratę of GDP growth (7%) 
sińce the fali of the communist regime.

Starting from 1998 the spring peak of production fluctuations gets almost the same 
value as the autumn one (12-13 points), compensating for the November-December 
downfall which reaches 20 points. The summer descent is, morę or less, half of the 
winter one and is, as a rule, preceded by the short upward swing in June when the ratę 
of the economy is Iow (e.g., in years 1999-2001).

Seasonal fluctuations of production expectations index (qlp) are less irregular, but 
in generał, the pattem of changes of these fluctuations over the analysed period of 
time is corresponding to qls. Again, year 1996 began a two-year period of 
“adjustment” after which the amplitudę of seasonality doubled from 15 (-7,5 to 7,5) to 
30 (-20 to 10).

The seasonality pattem of total orders expectations (q2p) is morę regular than the 
one of qlp but, surprisingly, shows two peaks, in March (8 points) and August (13 
points), and two troughs, in June (-7,5 points) and November/December (-17,5 points) 
(see Figurę 2). This means that firms do not interpret market signals properly. Once 
again, the pattem of seasonal fluctuations changed by the beginning of 1996. Before
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that the amplitudę of fluctuations was smaller (20 points) and June downfalls were 
even deeper than November ones. After 1996 the August peak lowered (to 8 points) as 
well as the November trough (to -16 points) and the mid-year trough moved up (to -2 
points).

As far as export orders variable is concemed the beginning of 1996 divides the 
analysed period into two subperiods (see Figurę 3).

Before 1996 the seasonality pattem of export orders displays four peaks in March, 
June, August (the highest one) and October (the latter dying out) and the 
corresponding troughs in April, July, September and January (the deepest one). The 
magnitude of upward and downward swings was relatively high, except for October 
one. The amplitudę of seasonal fluctuations ranged from -7,5 to 7 but was falling off 
through the period. After 1996 the pattem of seasonal fluctuations changed; the 
October upswing disappeared and the size of April and July drops decreased. There is 
only one big descent in December (reaching -8  points) and the amplitudę of 
fluctuations is a bit smaller (a drop by one point) than before 1996. The pattem of 
seasonality corresponds to the one of total orders but the amplitudę of fluctuations is 
twice smaller than that of total orders (seasonal factors abroad are weaker).

The results of our analysis suggest that pattems of seasonality of indicators 
changed during the transition period. Theses changes were caused by two factors: the 
change of firms' economic behaviour (from centrally planned regime to market one) 
and the structural change of the Polish economy.

4. Forecasting properties of seasonally adjusted and smoothed BTS data
4.1. Cross-correlation analysis

In the analysis we assume that correlation between variables is "strong" when a 
correlation coefficient is greater then 0.45 (jr^j >0.45). It is certainly a simplifled

assumption which is not based on any statistical test. Taking into account economic 
sense of qualitative variables we look for positive correlation with the industrial 
production index (ipyoy). Stocks are the only exception. Cross-correlation coefficients 
are calculated using a standard estimator (see Adamowicz, Dudek and Walczyk 
(2004)).

The results of calculations are summarised in two tables. Table 1 presents 
maximum absolute correlation coefficients with corresponding lags or leads for BTS 
variables and components of decomposition for the whole research period (January 
1993 to December 2003). Cross-correlation coefficients for the shortened, second half 
of the analysed period (January 1998 to December 2003) are presented in Table 2.
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Cross-correlation analysis of the whole time span of raw time series (Table 1) 
shows that 9 of 17 BTS balances are strongly correlated with the reference variable 
(according to the ‘rule of thumb’, defined above). The highest correlation coefficient 
(0.6888) we notę for export orders State (q3s) with no lag and no lead (L=0). Almost 
half of analysed variables seems to be week indicators of the yearly manufacturing 
index. The results show that 4 variables are leading (q3p -  export orders expectations, 
q4p - stocks expectations and q6s, q6p -  employment State and expectations) and 4 are 
coincident (q2s -  total orders State, q3s -  export order State, q5s, q5p -  price State and 
expectations) but some of them are poorly correlated with reference variables. What 
should be underlined is that we observe quite weak correlation for generał business 
indicator (gbi) and production States and expectations (qls, qlp); in addition, the 
highest correlation coefficients have been obtained for lagged balances.

Table 1. The highest coefficients of cross-correlation with the ipyoy index (whole 
time span)

Reference variable: ipyoy, sample: 01:1993-12:2003

BTS raw series SA series trend + cycle
series L R L R L R
GBI 1 0.4073 1 0.5089 2 0.4745
Q1S 1 0.3282 -1 0.5187 -1 0.4730
Q1P 3 0.2768 2 0.4452 5 0.4928
Q2S 0 0.5655 0 0.7602 0 0.7773
Q2P 3 0.3731 2 0.5162 4 0.5091
Q3S 0 0.6888 0 0.7754 0 0.8161
Q3P -3 0.6376 1 0.7582 0 0.8427
Q4S 12 0.2719 -4 -0.4255 -4 -0.4444
Q4P -1 -0.3531 -3 -0.4741 -2 -0.5216
Q5S 0 0.6413 1 0.7381 1 0.7931
Q5P 0 0.5904 0 0.6852 1 0.7329
Q6S -1 0.5331 0 0.5998 0 0.5640
Q6P -1 0.5825 0 0.6387 0 0.6754
Q7S 1 0.3885 0 0.4805 0 0.3663
Q7P 3 0.3380 3 0.3685 7 0.3721
Q8S 2 0.6597 1 0.7033 2 0.7471
Q8P 2 0.6044 2 0.6257 2 0.6562
L -  lag/ lead
R -  correlation coefficient
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The results significantly improve after seasonal adjustment of time series; only for 
3 variables we receive Iow correlation. The highest correlation coefficient (0.7754) we 
notę again for export orders State (q3s) with no lag and lead (L=0). Very high 
correlations we receive also for q2s -  total orders State (0.7602) with L=0, q3p -  
export order expectations with 1 month lag (0.7582). For seasonally adjusted series we 
receive 3 leading indicators and 6 coincident ones (see Table 1).

In generał, smoothing time series (decomposing seasonal and irregular fluctuations, 
outliers and a trend+cycle component) improves results morę (but there are cases in 
which correlation is lower than for seasonally adjusted series). The highest correlation 
coefficient (0.8427) is noted for export orders expectations (q3p) with no lag and lead 
(L=0). Very high correlation are also obtained for q3s -  export orders State (0.8161) 
with L=0 and q2s -  total order States with L=0 (0.7773). For trend + cycle components 
we notice 3 leading indicators and 6 coincident ones (see details in Table 1).

On the whole we receive better results for smoothed series (seasonally adjusted and 
detrended). The best indicator of the manufacturing production index is export orders 
State and expectations (q3s and q3p) and total orders State (q2s). We receive a few of 
leading indicators but it should be underlined that as far as coincident indicators are 
concemed correlations coefficients with one- or two-months lead are close to the 
highest one. Thus, coincident indicators can be tested in further analyses for 
forecasting purposes. It is worth to remark that we receive not very acceptable results 
for production balances and generał business indicator what seems to be natural 
indicators for the quantitative production index. The reason for this is that we observe 
weaker correlation for these variables in the first half of the analysed period; in the 
next step of the correlation analysis the shorter time span is used and consistency 
results are much better. We receive the highest lead for balances on finished goods 
stock States and expectations (3-4 months) but correlations for these variables are not 
very strong. It is remarkable also that balances conceming opinion on generał 
economic situations are lagged against the reference variable (1-2 months).

In the next step of the cross correlation analysis we proceed with the second half of 
the time span because the graphical analysis shows that consistency between the 
reference variable and BTS ones is much better in the second half of our analysis 
period. This conclusion justifies some generał proposition conceming business 
surveys conducted in countries under transition; it says that an accuracy of 
expectations formulated by firms increases proportionally to the length of the 
transition process. This makes us conduct analysis for the time span of 1998 to 2003; 
the results are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. The highest coefficients of cross-correlation with the ipyoy index (shortened 
time span)

Reference variable: ipyoy, sample: 01:1998-12:2003

BTS raw series SA series trend + cycle
series L R L R L R
GBI 0 0.5490 0 0.7738 0 0.8310
Q1S -2 0.4562 0 0.7473 0 0.8110
Q1P -2 0.2721 0 0.5632 1 0.6346
Q2S 0 0.5486 0 0.8062 0 0.8563
Q2P 0 0.4022 1 0.6781 1 0.7510
Q3S -1 0.6312 0 0.7251 0 0.7673
Q3P 0 0.5007 0 0.6831 0 0.8432
Q4S 8 0.3189 -4 -0.4285 -4 -0.4971
Q4P -2 -0.2401 10 0.3015 10 0.3676
Q5S 0 0.5873 0 0.6705 1 0.7191
Q5P 0 0.4230 0 0.5248 2 0.5522
Q6S 1 0.3665 1 0.4053 0 0.3156
Q6P -1 0.3956 0 0.4467 0 0.4717
Q7S 0 0.5961 0 0.7737 0 0.7826
Q7P 1 0.5464 1 0.6523 1 0.6186
Q8S 2 0.6174 1 0.6467 1 0.6891
Q8P 2 0.5698 1 0.5898 1 0.6388
L -  lag/ lead
R -  correlation coefficient

On average, correlations coefficients for last 5 years are higher than for the whole 
period. Improvements are evident especially for the production balances and the 
generał business indicator.

For raw time series we receive 10 strongly correlated qualitative indicators with the 
reference variable (in comparison with 9 for the whole period). The highest correlation 
coefficient (0,6312) is noted for export orders State (q3s) with one-month lead. The 
calculations show that 5 variables are leading and 7 are coincident. In opposition to 
above results (for the whole time span) the generał business indicator (gbi) and 
balance on production State (qls) are quite strongly correlated with the reference 
variable.

As for the whole analysed period the results significantly improve for seasonally 
adjusted time series; only for 4 variables we receive Iow correlation. The highest 
correlation coefficient (0.8062) is noticed for total orders State (q2s) with no lag and
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lead (L=0). The very high correlations are obtained also for GBI -  the generał 
business indicator (0.7738) with L=0, qls -  production State with L=0, q3s -  export 
order State with L=0 (0.7251) and for balance on financial situation State (0.7737) with 
L=0. Taking into account seasonally adjusted series we receive one leading indicator 
and 10 coincident ones (see Table 2).

In generał the trend + cycle component improves results morę (but there are 3 
cases in which correlation is lower than for seasonally adjusted series), only for 2 
variables we receive Iow correlation (stock State and employment State). The highest 
correlation coefficient (0.8563) is noted for total orders State (q2s) with no lag and 
lead (L=0). Very high correlation is also obtained for q3p -  export orders expectations 
(0.8432) with L=0, gbi -  the generał business indicator (0.8310) with L=0, qls -  
production State with L=0 (0.8110), q3s -  export orders State with L=0 (0.7673) and 
for balance on financial situation State (0.7826) with L=0. For trend+cycle 
components we received one leading indicator and 8 coincident ones (see Table 2).

When analysed the second half of our time span we receive, in generał, stronger 
correlation for smoothed series (for seasonally adjusted as well as for trend + cycle 
component). The best indicator for the manufacturing production index is total orders 
State (q2s), production State (qls), the generał business indicator (gbi) and, as above, 
export orders State and expectations (q3s and q3p). These results are similar to other 
research results. Unfortunately, we receive few leading indicators, even for smoothed 
time series, and a lot of coincident indicators. As mentioned above correlations 
coefficients with one- or two-months lead are close to the highest one for coincident 
variables (for L=0). On the other hand the analysed qualitative indicators 
asymmetrically describe (lead or lag) peaks and troughs of the manufacturing 
production index what is natural feature of business fluctuations (especially in 
transition countries). This fact, in connection with quite short time series (several 
peaks and troughs), influence cross-correlations results, especially a lead/lag profile. 
To some extent it can be shown on Figurę 4, which illustrates combined trend+cycle 
components for the reference variable and production expectations (qlp), total orders 
expectations (q2p) and the generał business indicator (gbi).

Figurę 5 shows the last trough in the manufacturing index is signalled with one- to 
four-months lead. The qualitative variables are coincident with a trough at the 
beginning of 1999. On the other hand all qualitative indicators are lagged against a 
peak in the beginning of 2000. This analysis shows asymmetry of a lead/lag profile 
which makes these variables be lagged in the cross-correlation analyse, despite the 
fact they represent expectations. It is obvious that asymmetry in leading peaks and
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troughs in connection with short time series can influence radically a cross-correlation 
analysis. Due to this fact we do not eliminate from further analyses variables which 
formally should be useful for forecasting.

The other reason that we do not detect leads in some expectations qualitative 
variables is the defmition of the manufacturing index. It may happen that the 
production index should be defined in diffferent ways for different qualitative 
variables. Here we assume the year-over-year index be used for all variables.

As for the whole time span balances conceming opinion on generał economic 
situation are lagged against to the reference variable (1-2 months).

Figurę 4. The generał business indicator, production expectations balance, total order 
expectation balance against the manufacturing index (trend+cycle

From all the above one can draw the following conclusions:
• the cross-correlation results are on average (for both time spans) higher for 

seasonally adjusted and smoothed time series than for raw ones; this means that 
seasonal and irregular fluctuations and outliers affect negatively the relation 
between the manufacturing index and industrial survey variables;



• the cross-correlation results are on average higher in the second half of the 
analysed period and a possible way to interpret this is that in the course of the 
transition process the accuracy of firms' opinions is increasing; to some extent it 
can be caused by combining public and private sector surveys in 1997;

• seasonal adjustment and smoothing influence a lead/lag profile of cross-correlation 
analysis; for smoothed series the detection of peaks and troughs is much easier and 
evident;

• there are few leading indicators and quite a lot of coincident indicators but it needs 
to be stated that correlation coefficients are also high for leads and coincident 
yariables can be potential forecasting indicators.

4.2. Regression analysis
In order to test forecasting abilities of BTS data we specify the ADL model 

(autoregressive distributed lag model) of the following formula:
Q K S

y, = “ o + 2 X  y>-i xt j s  +ś,
<7=1 £ = 1  5 = 0

or
K

a(L)yt = a 0 + Y ,f ik iL)xk,t + 6
*=i

where:
y t - reference variable (ipyoy), 

xk t - BTS variables as balances, 

a(L), (5k(L) - lagpolynomial, 
a 0, a q,j3ks -parameters,

Ęt - residuals.
In practice we decide to use simplified model specification with one qualitative 

explanatory yariable:
y, + a xxkJt_s + £

where notation is as above. Leads up to 3 months (s=0,l,2,3) are tested. We test 
models for different decomposition components (raw series, seasonally adjusted series 
and a trend+cycle component) as in the correlation analysis. In the Appendix we 
present detailed results for the set of models. Tables present properties of the model, 
residuals and forecasting properties. As criteria for comparison forecasting properties 
of all models we use ex-post forecasting error measures (RMSE, MAE, MAPĘ).
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Regressions were estimated with the time span January 1998 -  May 2003; we start 
from 1998 taking into account results from the cross-correlation analysis. For the 
period June 2003 -  December 2003 we make forecasts and calculate forecasting error 
measures. At this stage of the analysis, to assess an impact of the decomposition and 
to select good forecasting BTS indicator we focus on forecasting properties.

For raw time series all models (grouped by variables and by leads) we received 
very Iow adjusted determination coefficients, ranging from -0.00 to 0.39. The 
standard error of regression amounts to 5.3-6.7. Residuals in all cases are 
autocorrelated. In generał, all models have quite weak statistical properties. However, 
forecasting properties are much better: RMSE ranges from 2.81 for Financial situation 
State (q7s(-l)) to 9.98 for price expectations (q5p(-l)). Plausible forecasting properties 
are noticed for total orders State (q2s(-2)) and for export orders State (q3s(-2)).

Figurę 5. Forecasts of the manufacturing index based on total orders State (q2s) -

For seasonally adjusted series we receive better forecasting properties: RMSE for 
all models ranges from 1.52 (total orders State (q2s) lagged 3 months) to 10.0 (price 
expectations (q5p)). Good forecasting properties are achieved for export orders State 
and expectations (q3s and q3p), the generał business indicator (gbi), production State 
(qls) as well as for financial situations State (q7s). Again, residuals are autocorrelated.
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Adjusted determination coefficients are higher than for raw data; they rangę from 0.02 
to 0.65.

Adjustment data from irregular component and outliers improve forecasting 
properties of BTS series. RMSE ranges from 0.35 for total orders State to 9.83 for 
price expectations. Plausible forecasting properties measured by RMSE are again 
obtained for export orders State (q3s) and expectations, and also for the generał 
business indicator (gbi), production State (qls) and financial situation State (q7s). 
Residuals are highly autocorrelated for all models. Adjusted determination coefficients 
are higher than for seasonally adjusted data; they rangę from 0.00 to 0.74.

Figurę 5 illustrates a forecast of the manufacturing index (a trend + cycle 
component) based on total orders State (q2s) lagged 3 months. The chart shows that 
this model can properly explain tendency of the manufacturing index.

Summarizing the results of regression analysis we can draw conclusions which are 
to some extent in linę with the findings of the cross-correlation analysis:
• the forecasting properties are on average better for seasonally adjusted and 

smoothed time series; RMSE is much lower for trend+cycle component models 
than for raw time series;

• in all models residuals are autocorrelated. This problem is, to some extent, 
connected with asymmetry of a lead/lag profile and the length of the time series; 
these may cause autocorrelation of residuals and can be solved by assuming AR(1) 
or MA(1) process for residuals;

• the lower ex-post forecasting errors are noted for total orders State (q2s), export 
orders State (q3s) and expectations (q3p), production State (qls) and the generał 
business indicator (gbi) as well as for financial State balance (q7s), with leads up to 
3 months.

5. Summary and conclusions
This paper summarises the outcome of several attempts to study empirically and 

eventually adopt and apply a method of seasonal adjustment and smoothing BTS data 
to improve its descriptive and forecasting properties. The analysis we conducted let us 
conclude as below:
1. Pattems of seasonality changed during the analysed period. The changes were 
probably driven by the process of economic transition or economic reorientation of 
firms.
2. In order to model changes of economic activity some procedures appropriate to 
analyse the variability of seasonality should be applied. They will hopefiilly help
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answering the ąuestion whether changes in pattems of seasonal fluctuations were 
caused by structural adjustment of the economy, leaming effects in firms, resampling 
or other reasons.
3. Seasonal adjustment and smoothing of time series influence statistic and forecasting 
properties of all analysed variables by both raising correlation between them and 
changing their lead/lag profiles.
4. Indications of the cross-correlation analysis changed in the analysed period. Thus, 
we decided to make calculations for two periods: the whole period of 1993-2003 and 
its second half. Generally speaking, correlation coefficients for years 1998-2003 were 
much higher (the highest ones were for production, total orders and export orders, 
States and expectations). Forecasting properties of models also improved; the best ones 
for total and export orders and production, States and expectations, three months 
leaded.
5. The improvement of statistical properties of RIED data increases the usefulness of 
prognoses based on them in macroeconomic policy.

It needs to be underlined that time series under the analysis are short and the period 
was specific in the Polish economy due to the fact that it covered only one business 
cycle featured by the assymetry of leads and lags in each of its phases. Thus, the 
analysis should be followed by further studies using a longer time series.
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Appendix

Table 1. OLS estimation results for raw series (leads for lowest RMSE).
Reference variable: ipyoy, estimation sample: 01:1998-05:2003, forecasting sample: 
06:2003-12:2003
Explana-
tory
yariables

Statistics

Var L RA2
adj SE DW LMF

(2)
ARCH
LMF(2) RMSE MAE MAPĘ

GBI -1 0.2230 5.9245 0.9933 0.0000 0.0661 4.6975 3.0791 20.9271
Q1S -2 0.1376 6.2414 0.8427 0.0000 0.2673 4.2454 3.1696 22.5904
Q1P -3 0.0331 6.6090 0.7759 0.0000 0.1316 7.4099 6.5396 50.9315
Q2S -2 0.2304 5.8962 0.8945 0.0000 0.5526 2.9151 2.4498 18.8557
Q2P -3 0.0807 6.4440 0.7853 0.0000 0.0739 6.7092 5.9603 46.6073
03S -2 0.2832 5.6904 1.1491 0.0000 0.0836 3.0298 2.8574 24.6212
Q3P 0 0.2156 5.9528 1.0828 0.0002 0.0200 5.9893 5.1729 41.1434
Q4S -2 0.0436 6.5728 0.7687 0.0000 0.3231 6.3179 5.6356 44.5850
Q4P -2 0.0202 6.6527 0.7301 0.0000 0.0984 6.8238 6.1019 48.5191
Q5S 0 0.3888 5.2545 1.1786 0.0002 0.0250 8.3829 7.8740 64.7684
Q5P 0 0.2368 5.8718 0.9761 0.0000 0.0050 9.5486 9.1424 75.9862
Q6S -1 0.0314 6.6146 0.7480 0.0000 0.0529 5.3279 4.3724 32.7759
Q6P -1 0.0965 6.3887 0.7803 0.0000 0.0083 5.0577 4.0273 30.2824
Q7S -1 0.2474 5.8307 1.1112 0.0000 0.5099 2.8115 2.3047 21.3310
Q7P 0 0.2702 5.7418 1.0806 0.0000 0.0068 6.0140 5.0486 39.1567
Q8S 0 0.2679 5.7509 1.0218 0.0000 0.0123 3.5610 2.5459 21.2382
Q8P 0 0.2542 5.8045 0.9762 0.0000 0.0158 4.7496 3.6998 29.4434
L -  lead, RA2 adj -  adjusted determination coefficient, SE -  standard error of regression, DW 
-  Durbin-Watson statistics, LMF(2) -  autocorrelation LM statistics probability, ARCH 
LMF(2) - ARCH LM test statistic probability, RMSE - root mean sąuared average error,
MAE - mean absolute error, MAPĘ - mean absolute percentage error.
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Tabie2. OLS estimation results for seasonally adjusted series (leads for lowest
________RMSE).______________________________________________________
Reference variable: ipyoy, estimation sample: 01:1998-05:2003, forecasting sample: 
06:2003-12:2003 ________________
Explana-
tory
Yariables

Statistics

Var L RA2
adj

SE DW LMF(2) ARCH
LMF(2) RMSE MAE MAPĘ

GBI 0 0.5592 4.1996 1.0017 0.0000 0.0001 2.2185 1.6365 12.6792
Q1S -3 0.4540 4.6739 0.9659 0.0000 0.0002 2.5394 2.3021 21.3154
Q1P 0 0.3239 5.2011 0.8278 0.0000 0.0042 6.5138 6.1046 51.4890
Q2S -3 0.4710 4.6007 0.8816 0.0000 0.0000 1.5242 1.1923 10.5335
Q2P 0 0.3948 4.9206 0.9819 0.0000 0.0011 4.7485 4.0428 33.3465
Q3S -2 0.4165 4.8316 0.8868 0.0000 0.0000 1.7302 1.4203 12.4282
Q3P -1 0.4188 4.8220 1.0765 0.0001 0.0192 2.0971 1.6646 14.9075
Q4S -3 0.1700 5.7627 0.5505 0.0000 0.0018 4.6780 4.1474 34.1497
Q4P -3 0.0392 6.2002 0.5114 0.0000 0.0026 5.8452 5.2858 44.1332
Q5S 0 0.5026 4.4609 0.8512 0.0000 0.0004 7.3966 7.2122 62.2862
Q5P -3 0.1481 5.8383 0.5638 0.0000 0.0005 8.8865 8.6247 74.0905
Q6S 0 0.0715 6.0950 0.5084 0.0000 0.0004 3.5325 2.7448 21.4322
Q6P 0 0.1103 5.9664 0.5226 0.0000 0.0004 2.7483 2.1345 16.6754
Q7S -3 0.3031 5.2802 0.8947 0.0000 0.0000 2.3816 2.0453 17.6021
Q7P 0 0.3531 5.0873 0.8292 0.0000 0.0007 3.7949 3.2695 26.4561
Q8S 0 0.3142 5.2381 0.6870 0.0000 0.0000 2.5613 2.0852 16.6597
Q8P 0 0.2604 5.4398 0.6441 0.0000 0.0000 3.5729 2.6421 20.2708
L -  lead, RA2 adj -  adjusted determination coefficient, SE -  standard error of regression, DW 
-  Durbin-Watson statistics, LMF(2) -  autocorrelation LM statistics probability, ARCH 
LMF(2) - ARCH LM test statistic probability, RMSE - root mean sąuared average error, 
MAE - mean absolute error, MAPĘ - mean absolute percentage error.____________________



Table 3. OLS estimation results for trend+cycle components (leads for lowest
RMSE).

Reference variable: ipyoy, estimation sample: 01:1998-05:2003, forecasting sample: 
06:2003-12:2003
Explana-
tory
Yariables

Statistics

Var L RA2
adj

SE DW LMF(2) ARCH
LMF(2) RMSE MAE MAPĘ

GBI 0 0.6492 3.3846 0.0979 0.0000 0.0000 1.3466 0.9366 7.2757
Q1S -3 0.5609 3.7867 0.1849 0.0000 0.0000 2.0463 1.8788 16.9106
Q1P 0 0.4184 4.3579 0.0754 0.0000 0.0000 6.2687 6.1670 52.5619
Q2S -3 0.5496 3.8351 0.1495 0.0000 0.0000 0.3493 0.2801 2.4289
Q2P 0 0.5249 3.9388 0.0979 0.0000 0.0000 3.9995 3.9052 33.4463
03S -2 0.5024 4.0311 0.0851 0.0000 0.0000 0.5686 0.5452 4.6356
Q3P -1 0.6104 3.5667 0.1069 0.0000 0.0000 0.9733 0.8562 7.5940
Q4S -3 0.2111 5.0755 0.0595 0.0000 0.0000 4.3559 4.2588 36.2111
Q4P -2 0.0689 5.5140 0.0754 0.0000 0.0000 5.5193 5.4428 46.5006
Q5S 0 0.5743 3.7283 0.0676 0.0000 0.0000 7.4373 7.4019 63.7109
Q5P -3 0.2033 5.1008 0.0741 0.0000 0.0000 9.2286 9.1308 78.1063
Q6S 0 0.0124 5.6789 0.0592 0.0000 0.0000 4.8723 4.6808 39.3981
Q6P 0 0.1190 5.3637 0.0601 0.0000 0.0000 2.5678 2.4217 20.2388
Q7S -2 0.5176 3.9690 0.1346 0.0000 0.0000 1.4258 1.2760 11.2944
Q7P 0 0.3131 4.7362 0.0854 0.0000 0.0000 4.3081 4.1573 35.1034
Q8S 0 0.3886 4.4683 0.1000 0.0000 0.0000 2.0261 1.6720 13.5804
Q8P 0 0.3370 4.6531 0.0960 0.0000 0.0000 3.0657 2.5884 21.0429
L -  lead, RA2 adj -  adjusted determination coefficient, SE -  standard error of regression, DW 
-  Durbin-Watson statistics, LMF(2) -  autocorrelation LM statistics probability, ARCH 
LMF(2) - ARCH LM test statistic probability, RMSE - root mean sąuared average error, 
MAE - mean absolute error, MAPĘ - mean absolute percentage error.___________________




